SmartICU
You can never have too much help
to save the life of patients

Happy to help

Everything an ICU needs,
precisely when it needs it
Simple. Technology serving people, not vice versa.

Flexible. ehCOS SmartICU is a flexible solution

We have created an easy and intuitive solution that

that can be customized depending on your present

provides better visualization of data for all ICU

and future needs, adapting to your current

professionals. The result: more attention to your

technological environment.

patients and less to technology
Thanks to the integration of ehCOS SmartICU, you

Reliable. ehCOS SmartICU is a secure, high

will not need to record data twice, eliminating the

performance solution that provides reliable data

duplication of work and enhancing clinical efficiency

with the highest security standards. A healthcare

by transferring data directly into the EHR and vice

technology that captures data automatically from

versa.

medical devices which enables sharing of information
to medical teams within the ICU.

Higher quality, lower cost

Valuable. Because it optimizes its processes with

ehCOS SmartICU collects data to improve the

the best practices and standards in the ICU. With

quality of care and patient safety, while reducing

ehCOS SmartICU you will be able to manage

hospital costs.

clinical content more efficiently and securely,
making it easier to create reports, clinical scales,

Major improvement opportunities include clinical

treatments, complete histories, admissions, discharges,

and operational efficiency, which helps reduce

etc. The ehCOS SmartICU analytics tools provide all

complications and average patient length of stay

the most accurate vital information needed during

as well as re-admission costs, which increases

the critical decision making, when it is most needed.

hospital bed turnover rate.

Nurse 1

When patients enter a hospital,
they expect the best care possible.
So do we.
ehCOS SmartICU enables clinicians to focus on

Every second counts: ehCOS
SmartICU connects critical care
with real, valuable and reliable
information

attending their patients, increasing their care and

ehCOS SmartICU captures real-time data that is

satisfaction. With ehCOS SmartICU you can access all

increasingly

the information needed about your patients at a single

information in a transparent and safe way: medication,

glance. A solution designed by and for professionals

admission notes, treatment plans, laboratory and

working in the ICU with the aim of favoring clinical and

radiology tests, vital signs, respiratory data, etc. All the

operational decisions in the most effective way.

information is displayed on an interface that is easily

more

accurate.

It

collects

all

the

seen and used by all medical and healthcare staff,

The retrospective analysis of patient history containing

reducing information gaps and duplication, and

reliable data will increase patient safety and facilitate

promoting traceability, accurate diagnosis and more

critical decision-making in the ICU.

effective treatment.
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